Versatile capacity of shuffled cytochrome P450s for dye production.
DNA family shuffling is a relatively new method of directed evolution used to create novel enzymes in order to improve their existing properties or to develop new features. This method of evolution in vitro has one basic requirement: a high similarity of initial parental sequences. Cytochrome P450 enzymes are relatively well conserved in their amino acid sequences. Members of the same family can have more than 40% of sequence identity at the protein level and are therefore good candidates for DNA family shuffling. These xenobiotic-metabolising enzymes have an ability to metabolise a wide range of chemicals and produce a variety of products including blue pigments such as indigo. By applying the specifically designed DNA family shuffling approach, catalytic properties of cytochrome P450 enzymes were further extended in the chimeric progeny to include a new range of blue colour formations. This mini-review evokes the possibility of exploiting directed evolution of cytochrome P450s and the novel enzymes created by DNA family shuffling for the production of new dyes.